SOUL DIVES

ILLUMINATE YOUR SHADOW TO EMBODY YOUR POTENTIAL

DO YOU WANT TO...
BE A BETTER VERSION OF YOURSELF
become a better lover, partner, and leader

CREATE DEEPER CONNECTIONS
with yourself and all your relations

ACCESS YOUR POTENTIAL
discover hidden talents & abilities

LET GO OF THE PAST
truly heal and forgive all your past misgivings

SOUL DIVES
WILL SUPPORT YOU TO:
ACCESS SURPESSED MEMORY
traumas from childhood or past lives hidden in the psyche

RECOVER LOST SOUL PARTS
illuminate your shadow body

TURN PAST PAIN INTO POWER
uncover the gifts from your woundings

DISCOVER YOUR LIFE PURPOSE
discover your potential & unlock your soul gifts

WHO'S IT FOR?
I help business executives, creatives,
and natural-born leaders who want to
master their internal world (to harness
the dark & light within).
I use ancient mystical healing practices
to unlock your hidden potential and
activate your soul purpose.
My work is conducted via remote
sessions and in-person group
intensives.
ILLUSTRATION FROM A CLIENT'S SOUL DIVE

MICHELLE LUK

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
"There will be times in your life when a crossroad appears and the intersection
between worlds of past lives and present challenges surface as confusion, feeling
stuck, and wounded which cannot be explained with logic.
This is where I was when I first met with Aeon.
She opened and held the space for me to navigate without judgment, without fear,
the journey into a plethora of past lives in a single session. These fragments,
later became a mosaic, a gift of wisdom, and light that healed the heart of my
very being.
Thank you Aeon, for holding the light, for deeply listening, guiding, and
transcending these complex planes into pure love and expansion.
I ’m c o n v i n c e d t h a t n o t h i n g i s m o r e n e c e s s a r y f o r a n y o n e w h o h a p p e n s t o r e a d t h i s ,
that yes, you must uncover and heal your past with Aeon. Not just for yourself but
for the betterment of this new post-pandemic world we are building."
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“The experience is almost indescribable.
You receive divine & celestial downloads.”
-R.S, Dancer

THE CONTAINER &

MY
INTENTION
"This was not an easy process. I was
uncomfortable and upset throughout the
whole experience. For me to question the
methods, or second guess the process,
would be trite and futile. You cannot
argue with results. It was exactly as it
was supposed to be.”
- J.L, CEO

Soul Dives offer transformative and long-lasting, memorable
results. The work we do together will rearrange your spiritual
geometry and catapult you to the next level of your soul
development.
Throughout the process, I create a sacred space for you to feel
supported and held while you dive into your shadow nature and
come face-to-face with your true essence. I help you clear away
negative patterns and energetic blocks keeping you from your
soul's brilliance.
You will be witnessed in your transformation and be held in an
energetic cocoon throughout your exploration and self-discovery
process.
My intention is to enable you to anchor your god Self, no matter
what. To tune into that frequency of perfection and fullness and
know how to access it at all times. I want to see you awaken your
full potential and know your soul more intimately.
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ABOUT MY
GIFTS
I'm a Seer, a multi-dimensional guide, a sustainable
lifestyle designer, a master mystic, and a spiritual
catalyst.
My healing abilities and clear vision were forged
during a series of shamanic initiations over a nineyear period that honed my multi-sensory awareness
and crystallized my gifts.
My extensive past-life recall was noted in India, first
placing me on national TV and later addressing live
audiences of as many as 60,000 spiritual seekers.
For the last 27 years, through business consulting,
public speaking, teaching, and private counseling – I
have helped thousands of people to liberate their
minds, navigate expanding realities, and live out their
divine destinies. I look forward to assisting you on
your path of awakening.
My mission is to wake up humanity’s sleeping
potential and magnetize soul groups back together
to traverse our present massive shift in
consciousness.
I look forward to working with you and serving you in
this life-affirming fashion.
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MISCONCEPTIONS:
IT'S NOT TALK THERAPY
This is experiential work that bypasses the conscious
mind to go straight to the source of the matter.

NO DRUGS OR PLANT MEDICINE NEEDED
it's a sober affair that feels psychedelic & produces a natural high

EXPERT GUIDANCE & TRACKING
you will be witnessed & held throughout your soul development
to integrate at the deepest level

CLEAR DECADES & LIFETIMES SWIFTLY
in 3 short months you will have activated and anchored the next
version of your soul's evolution

THE PROCESS
Soul Dives are only offered as part of a series of
sessions taking place over the course of 3 months.
Each Soul Dive experience is approximately 1 – 1.5
hours long. These are meditative, therapeutic
sessions for going deep into your shadow body to
recover lost soul parts and heal past life wounds – at
the root level.
Each Soul Dive is followed up with a Tune-In Call for
integrating your unique experiences.
Each Soul Dive begins by tuning to the authentic self
and then slowly peeling away anything that is
blocking or stopping you from full liberation and selfexpression. We will remove psychic debris to
accomplish recalibration and integration in the
depths of your being.
Soul Dives awaken cellular memory and help you step
into your wholeness and access hidden talents and
more of your life force.
All sessions are set up in advance to ensure your
privacy and comfort. Most sessions are cathartic and
can feel disorienting afterward. They are done on
quiet days when you can journal and rest after the
session in order to integrate your experience.
This work happens at the pace of your soul’s
development and at the pace at which your soul is
able to integrate and complete each phase of
growth.
You will experience quantum leaps in your personal
growth and transform your relationships to align
with your soul path.
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THE TALK
"illuminating, liberating, inspiring”
"She really helped me to open up…and visit a place inside myself.”
“Thank you, Aeon, for my very first introduction (and How!) into a whole old world/s...”
“My sessions with Aeon have far exceeded expectations in terms of pain relief - physical, mental,
emotional, and have given me great hope for journeying further towards liberation from all past
ties. Not only would I recommend her, but I would also strongly urge others to do themselves the
great favor of some of her sessions!”
“All of my movements towards a higher understanding come in waves. The time spent with her
and the experiences gained has certainly ushered an important leap in evolution. Thank you for
all your help in seeing new parts of me. Keep on spreading your light. Till net time in truth and
service to awareness…” -Noa, Entrepreneur, (Greece)
"There was an intuitive call to meet Aeon to progress further in my healing journey. I am glad
that she invited me to her retreat center, Beeja located in the sacred Chamundi hills at Mysore.
Her psychic energies & wisdom have greatly transformed me. I am very happy to share my
p o w e r f u l h e a l i n g e x p e r i e n c e , e s p e c i a l l y m y c o n v e r s a t i o n s w i t h C h r i s t ’s c o n s c i o u s n e s s . "
- Nagarjuna, (India) CEO
“What a sweet experience!!! Many thanks for your help, my wish is becoming true.”
– Cyril, Hypnotherapist (France)
“This is a gift I would never forget. The experience was a true joy!” – Vicky, (Malaysia)
“Since the soul dives and new meditations, things have been drastically improving. I have noticed
a tendency on some days/hours/moments to feel very doubtful and anxious…” the real world”
knocks loudly in my head. I have decided to take these opportunities to meditate, even though
this is the last thing I want to do. (as per your advice).” –Zach Melanson, Director, Community
Forests International, (Canada)
“Aeon! So nice meeting you!!! It feels great knowing that lovely beings like you are around…not
being alone with these visions and beliefs… like finding a beautiful oasis in the middle of chaos.”
–Selina, (Germany)
“My experience is one of gratitude for not only Aeon's gifts as a powerful energy healer but also
for her loving and enthusiastic desire to open people up to their true potential. Her very
presence has challenged my perceptions and allowed me to expand beyond my limitations. Any
person with the desire to feel their own, individual depth will benefit from her help and
guidance.” -Sue Anne Autrand, Shamanic Healing Practitioner
“what arose in my session was unexpected and profound!”
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"SOMETIMES YOU HAVE
TO KIND OF DIE INSIDE IN
ORDER TO RISE FROM
YOUR OWN ASHES AND
BELIEVE IN YOURSELF
AND LOVE YOURSELF TO
BECOME A NEW PERSON."
- Gerard Way

AEON KARRIS
CREATOR OF SOUL DIVES
Master Mystic, Seer & Kundalini
Activator
Aeon Karris (aka Amelía), author of Synchronicity,
Unlock Your Divine Destiny, mentors truth-seekers and
entrepreneurs to ground their spiritual abilities and
discover their life mission through her life-enhancing
courses, embodiment practices & transformational
retreats.
Her entrepreneurial ventures led her to spend 5 years
in Japan and 8 years in India where she consulted elite
businessmen, royals, and spiritual leaders. She also
seeded 14 eco-communities in the USA and India,
where she instilled her expertise in permaculture and
community governance.
Aeon's powerful shamanic abilities and clear vision
were forged during a series of spiritual initiations over
a nine-year period where she lived like a monk, deep in
nature to hone her multi-sensory awareness and
unique voice.
Her extensive past-life recall was noted in India, first
placing her on national TV and later addressing live
audiences of as many as 60,000 spiritual seekers.
Over the last three decades – through public speaking,
teaching, and private counseling – Aeon has helped
thousands of people to liberate their minds, navigate
spiritual awakenings, and live out their divine destinies.
Her mission is to wake up humanity’s sleeping potential
in order to protect our future and traverse massive
shifts in consciousness.
Aeon is a native of San Francisco, California. She now
resides in the Mayan Riviera.
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DID YOU RECEIVE 'THE CALL'?

RESERVATIONS NOW OPEN
THE SOUL DIVE PROCESS : $3300 USD*
Your Investment Covers:
Your Reserved Seat for 3 Months + 3 Soul Dives + 3 Tune In's + Weekly Check in's
+ Follow up support during your 3 month Soul Dive Process + increased synchronicities

LIBERATE YOUR SPIRIT!

Have ??'s:
or DM me:

REQUEST A
DISCOVERY CALL

+1-510-274-0996

RESERVATIONS ARE OPEN
*MONTHLY PAYMENT PLANS ARE AVAILABLE*
PAYMENTS RECEIVED: CREDIT, CRYPTO, PAYPAL, CASH, OR BANK TRANSFER

MORE TALK
“My relationship to myself has reached a state of much greater peace. Aeon is an amazing woman
with a vast array of experiences and know-how. Many different types of tools were given to see
my self-sabotaging shadow and to become self-aware on higher and higher levels. An empowering
experience!” - Arisa Victor, Author, Astrologer
“Aeon is a graceful teacher with an abundance of life experiences to back up her teachings. She is
very inspiring and knows how to hold a very safe space for life transformation and growth. She
has brought light back into my life and now I can again dream and create my future with
confidence and support. Thank you!” - Maya Nichols, Labyrinth Maker
“Aeon balances right-brain and left-brain activities and experiences. I appreciated the space to
allow for the “stuff” that comes up and then she lifted me up in a feeling good meditation.”
- Ilona Marshall, Reverend, Dream Interpreter, Professional Dancer
“Aeon is a vessel of much wisdom and many wonder-filled experiences to support the process of
healing, transformation, and manifestation. Prepare to be empowered!” - Kristie Batz
"She helped me release long-held blocks (what she calls lower programs) and move into a better
functioning, higher me. The work is deep, requires commitment, but is worth every ounce of
energy and money. I'd recommend it to anyone willing to move beyond their 'structures' into
balanced wholeness." Vivek Chaturvedi, Innovator
“harmonious, lively, amazing and divine”
“Aeon has been excellent guidance throughout my sessions, each time my request was completely
fulfilled I never had to come back twice for the same reason. Many thanks, Aeon, may you help
the biggest number to find the light!”

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM CLIENT SOUL DIVE VISIONS
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